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1 Sept 2016         

Dear Valued Customer   

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQ) FOR THE CARDS & PROGRAMS 
 
This section deals with everyday questions that users or card holders or companies may 
have. The list in the front is a list of all kinds of questions.  To find answers you can scan to 
the number and see if this satisfies your need.  If not feel free to drop us an email and we 
will get back to you.  The questions have been grouped in 5 sections for easy look up. 
 
1. General. 
Who and what is Virtual Fuels?    
What is “On the Go” and how does it work?   What is “On The Go 4 Fleets” and how does it work? 
What is “On the Go – Loyalty” and how does it work?    
Is the card for fuels only and why?  What is the purpose of the card?  
What does Secure Payment Gateway (SPG) mean? Who owns and distributes this card?  
What makes this card different from others at banks and Oil companies?  
Why is fuel so expensive? 
 
2. Technical Card Questions. 
What does Mastercard/Visa have to do with it?    What does Standard Bank have to do with it?   
How does the actual payment work?    
Where will the card work and not work? Why doesn’t it ask for kilometres at the station? 
Can I buy diesel and petrol from one card and how does it work?  How do all the cards link? 
 
3. Security. 
What do it if a card is lost/stolen?    How do I change PIN numbers or forget the PIN?   
What if I disagree with the transactions on my statement?   
Who has access to my deposits?   How do I transfer money out of my Fuel Account?   
Can I have more than one vehicle using the same card?  Can I have more than one driver using the same card? 
 
4. Using the Card. 
How do I get funds on the card/s?  Can I auto load cards? 
How do I do a balance enquiry? How do I block a card?  Can I pay outside the RSA?    
Can I draw cash or pay toll with this card?  Can I pay Oil? Can I Pay Petrol? 
How do I keep the card loaded?  Can I schedule payments?   
Why do transactions get declined?  Are there limits per card?  
Does it work at all forecourts?   What is a forecourt?   
Can I use it at my own depot?  
What are the costs?  
 
5. Financial. 
Why FICA? 
Is there interest on my positive balances?  
How do I transfer money out? 
How can I fix my diesel price and how does it work.   
How can I get my rebates? How do fixed prices work?  
Can I get terms from you?  
Why are there no fees, where is the catch? 
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